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FPGA-based Implementation of Signal Processing SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are an increasingly popular technology for implementing digital signal processing (DSP) systems. By allowing designers to create circuit architectures developed for the specific applications, high levels of performance can be achieved for many DSP applications providing considerable improvements over...
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Liars and Outliers: Enabling the Trust that Society Needs to ThriveJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Just today, a stranger came to my door claiming he was here to unclog a bathroom drain. I let him into my house without verifying his identity, and not only did he repair the drain, he also took off his shoes so he wouldn’t track mud on my floors. When he was done, I gave him a piece of paper that asked my bank to give him some money....
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Food SafetyABC Clio, 2000
It is estimated that 20 percent of all emergency room visits are due to foodborne illness. As dietary habits change to include more meals prepared away from home, higher consumption of fresh foods, and more imported foods, the risks of foodborne illness change. Food safety procedures that we learned from our parents may not be sufficient to keep us...
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Femtocells: Design & ApplicationMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	As a cellular standard evolves, there are many variables that must be optimized. A few of these variables are directly related to higher throughput, increased user capacity, and in general improved system performance. The optimization techniques have involved higherorder modulation, improved multiple access (in both time and frequency), more...
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Managing Intellectual Assets in the Digital AgeArtech House Publishers, 2003
This book examines challenges and opportunities associated with the development, distribution, and use of intellectual property and knowledge assets. For purposes of this book, intellectual property consists of the creative works that are governed by the principles of traditional intellectual property law: copyrights, patents, and trademarks....
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Introduction to Microcontrollers: Architecture, Programming, and Interfacing of the Motorola 68Hc12 (Engineering)Academic Press, 1999

	Introduction to Microcontrollers is a comprehensive introductory text/reference for electrical and computer engineers, students, and even hobbyists who have little experience in a high-level programming language. The book helps them understand how a typical microcontroller executes assembly language instructions and addressing modes on...
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Recursive Methods in Economic DynamicsHarvard Business School, 1989
A magnificent work that is bound to have immense influence on the ways economists think about dynamic systems for many years to come. My own guess is that this book will eventually acquire the stature, say, of Hicks's     Value and Capital or Samuelson's Foundations.
 --Thomas J. Sargent, Hoover Institution

The...
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Bioactive Molecules in Food (Reference Series in Phytochemistry)Springer, 2019

	
		This reference work provides comprehensive information about the bioactive molecules presented in our daily food and their effect on the physical and mental state of our body. Although the concept of functional food is new, the consumption of selected food to attain a specific effect existed already in ancient civilizations, namely...
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Basic Environmental Engineering: (as Per the New Syllabus of R.T.U. and Other Universities)New Age Publications, 2009

	Environmental engineering is one of the most popular, complex and fast growing disciplines in engineering. The scope of environment includes issues from public health, aesthetics, and impact of all development activities, pollution control legislation, standards, regulations, guidelines and their enforcement. Traditionally the application of...
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Adaptable Embedded SystemsSpringer, 2012

	As embedded systems become more complex, designers face a number of challenges at different levels: they need to boost performance, while keeping energy consumption as low as possible, they need to reuse existent software code, and at the same time they need to take advantage of the extra logic available in the chip, represented by multiple...
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Suicide by Democracy: an Obituary for America and the WorldIndependent Publishers Group, 2019

	merica and the world are in the process of collapse from excessive population growth, most of it for the last century, and now all of it, due to 3rd world people. Consumption of resources and the addition of 4 billion more ca. 2100 will collapse industrial civilization and bring about starvation, disease, violence and war on a staggering scale....
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Making Embedded Systems: Design Patterns for Great SoftwareO'Reilly, 2011

	Interested in developing embedded systems? Since they don't tolerate inefficiency, these systems require a disciplined approach to programming. This easy-to-read guide helps you cultivate a host of good development practices, based on classic software design patterns and new patterns unique to embedded programming. Learn how to build...
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